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Live updatesLive updates, More newborns dying in Gaza as hunger crisis worsens amid Israeli attacks
The WHO says an increasing number of children on the brink of death due to acute hunger amid Israeli attacks.
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In Indonesia and Malaysia, boycotts hammer McDonald’s, Starbucks

Boycotts over the Gaza war are hitting big brands in Southeast Asia despite local owners denying links to Israel.
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US appeals court blocks Texas from arresting and deporting migrants

Strict law enabling authorities to arrest migrants put on hold hours after Supreme Court allowed it to enter into force.
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Russia-Ukraine war: List of key events, day 755

As the war enters its 755th day, these are the main developments.
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EXPLAINER

Did Russia, Iran provoke Niger walkout from US military pact?

Niger’s ruling military angered by US accusations of ‘secret deals’ with Iran and partnering with Russia.
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Praying for Armageddon: Evangelicals, the US and the Middle East

Episode 1 of a doomsday political thriller about evangelical Christian influence on US foreign policy in Middle East.
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OPINIONOPINION, 

Censorship is a crucial complement of genocide

This is why, as a genocide continues in Gaza, we all have a responsibility to insert ‘Palestine’ in every conversation.





Opinion by Somdeep SenSomdeep Sen
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The Gambia votes to reverse landmark ban on female genital mutilation

Rights groups say proposed rollback of 2015 law will overturn women’s rights across the region as a whole.
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‘Cousins at war’: Pakistan-Afghan ties strained after cross-border attacks

Heightened tensions could see a further escalation, warn analysts.
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First 100 days: Milei falters on shock therapy for Argentina’s economy

Milei is struggling to overcome hostile lawmakers to enact his radical austerity agenda even as social tensions rise.
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